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INTRODUCTION 
Extensive areas of potentially productive but depleted range land 
in the United States are occupied by a weed commonly known aa cluster 
tarweed (~ glomerata). Moat attempts at seeding these araaa to 
useful forage plants have re1ulted in failure. Many of tbase failures 
have been attributed to the vigoroue competitive growth of tarveed 
plants. More recent observations of aaedings in tarwead areas and 
laboratory work at the Univeraity of Utah indicate that tarvead ia not 
only a strong competitor but may also produce substances which inhibit 
the germination and growth of other species of plants. 
Tarweed i• a member of the Compoaitae family. The plant secretes 
a tar-like substance which gives off a strong scent and staino akin and 
clotheo. Thi1 tarry scent accounts for the name tarweed. It io an 
annual with an erect stem which may be simple or compound. It attain• 
a height of 2 to 20 inche1, depending on thicknaoa of stand and avail-
able moisture. The leaves are alternate linear and serrulate with a 
aoft pubescence. The inflorescence is glomerate and the flnwero are 
usually perfect. The seed or fruit is an achene and is completely 
enfolded in bracts . The seeds germinate under the snow and plants 
commence growth early in the rpring. The roots elongate rapidly and 
conoist of a well-developed tap root with omall secondary roota1 hence, 
it ia a strong competitor with seedlings of other species . It is but 
lightly graaed by game or livestock, and therefore not regarded a 
desirable range plant. 
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Tarvaed is a native North American species. Ita range extends from 
Saskatchewan, Canada, southward t hrough waatera Montana, Wya.ing, and 
Colorado to northern New Mexico and Arisona. Prom New Mexico it 
extenda westward to California. It is found in all of the state• 
included within the above area. It occurs from moderately low eleva• 
tions to aver 12,000 feet. It growa on a variety of sites but seams to 
do beat and forms the moat dense otando in openings in the timber at 
intermediate to high elevations. In this area it is found mainly in 
open places, at elevations ranging from 6,000 to 10,000 feet (Figure 1) . 
Because tarveed ia a poor forage plant and ia a deterrent to range 
aeeding, there has been much intereat in replacing it with valuable 
forage species on range areas. Because of this interest •he preaent 
study was undertaken to determine (1) if there ia an inhibitor in tar· 
weed planta , (2) the nature of the suapected inhibitor and if it ia 
active when combined with aoil, and (3) the competitive effects of 
different amount& of tarweed upon s eeded graaa and tranaplanta in the 
field. 
Figure 1. General view of typical tarweed area. Franklin Raain in 
Southeastern Idaho 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The natural growth inhibitors occurring in plants are exceedingly 
numerous and varied in their chemical structure . The majority of these 
substances are simple organic compounds , although in a number of plants 
inorganic products liberated from plant constituents by enzyme action 
can be effective. 
Of the organic inhibitors, the unsaturated lactone& are among the 
moat important. Coumarin, a widely-distributed substance responsible 
f or the scent of new-mown hay, belongs in this group and is highly 
effective as a germination inhibitor. A closely-related group of com-
pounds , apparently the germination inhibitors of many seeds of the 
family Umbelliferae , are the phthalides. Numerous organic acids are 
also very effective germination inhibitors. Many of the organic com-
pounds which are toxic to planta are formed as a result of the decompo-
sition of dead plants . The kind of products that are formed depend 
upon many varied factors. Some of these factors are: the amount of 
moisture in the soil, aeration of the soil, type of microorganisms in 
the soil, and the mutual relation of the organic compounds and the 
mineral constituents. These factors are in turn influenced by cultural 
practices, fertilizer, drainage, and irrigation. Thus, the organic 
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compounds which result fr decomposition of plant material may be toxic 
to certain plants under one set of conditions and not toxic under 
another set of conditions. 
A group of compounds 1pecific to the family Cruciferae are the 
muatard oils. These are volatile subatancea present not only in oeeda 
but also in the roots of such speciea as radiah and horseradiah. 
Esaential oils from many other plant families can also be effective 
germination inhibitors . These compounds are very heterogeneous, Some 
of their vapors are effective in very small quantities. ror example, 
the emanations from certain types of resinous wood can inhibit seed 
germination (Weintraub and Price, 1948) . 
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The laot important group of compounds are the alkaloids, many of 
which are of pharmaceutical value. Not all alkaloids exhibit inhibitory 
propertieo and only a few are strong inhibitors . 
The theory of toxic soils ia that such soils supply certain toxic 
substances at rates that are too great to allow satiofactory plant 
growth. Environmental and internal characteristics of the plant 
determine whether the aubstanceo are toxic to the plant. Livingston 
(1923) suggests several methods to correct toxic soils: (1) Increase 
the speed of the normal proceoses that decreaae the toxic substances, 
such as increasing the oxidation . (2) Retard the proceoseo by which 
the toxic substances are being formed , such as checking the action of 
certain microorganisms. (3) Alter the ability of the surroundings to 
supply toxic substances to the plant. (4) Decrease the effect of toxic 
substancea by increasing the resistance of the plant itself. There 
have been many cases in which the toxic influence of one substance hao 
been effectively lesoened by increasing the concentration of some other 
subotance . 
The natural inhibitors which are toxic to plants .vat be aoluble 
to a certain extent in the eoil solution . They are therefore considered 
as water-soluble substances. These inhibitors exhibit a large variety 
of cheaical structures. It is obvioua, therefore, that the mechanisms 
of their several actions are varied and that the germination of the 
seed or the growth of the plant may be attacked through one or more of 
ita essential enzyme systems. 
The theory that toxic substances may be given out by plants and 
that these substances may affect the germination and/or growth of the 
same or other species is very old but has not been generally accepted. 
In racent years, however, more and more people have accepted this 
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theory and much work baa been done which has contributed to its support . 
De Candolle (Bonner , 1950), one of the earliest to investigate thio 
theory, noted that certain species of plants appeared to be specifically 
inhibitory to the growth of associated species. For example , Euphorbia 
app. appeared to inhibit the normal growth of flax (~ usitatissimum), 
and certain thistles (~ spp.) inhibited the growth of oats 
(~ sativa). On the basis of these observation• de Candolle developed 
a theory of crop rotation with the general idea that each crop in a 
rotation should be a species wbich would not be inhibited in its growth 
by toxic substances left from the praceding crop. 
Liebig (1840) originally supported the theory of de Candolle , but 
later, as a result of his analysio on the depletion of soil minerals by 
crops, he discounted the notion that toxic substances may be of ~~ 
in regulating crop yield. From Liebig 's time until recent years, growth 
interactions have been interpreted in terms of mineral nutrition and 
competition. 
In the early 1900's there waa considerable revival of intere1t in 
the possibility of toxic substances secreted by plants . Pickering (1903) 
found that certain grasses can give out substances which inhibit the 
growth of apple trees. Whether this effect holds true under field 
conditione was not shown by hie experiments . Ruaael (1935) and 
Howard (1935) interpreted the results of Pickering as being caused by 
nitrogen removal by the grass. 
Livingston (1905) found that water obtained by leaching a bog soil 
contained materials toxic to the growth of many plants. None of these 
aubatances were isolated from the water extract . so .. of the aubatances 
were volatile while others appeared to be of colloidal nature. 
Schreiner !! al. (1907) found that the poor qualities of unproduc• 
tive soils are often due to aubatancea deleterious to plant growth. This 
was demonetrated by showing that a water extract of a poor soil is a 
poorer medium for plant growth than an extract of good aoil or of pure 
diatilled water. As pure distilled water contains n~ mineral nutrients 
and the poor soil extract containa some, the poor growth must be due to 
aoaething which is harmful to the development of the plant . 
Schreiner and Reed (1908) in trying to deterwine the toxic action 
of certain organic compounds demonstrated that small quantitiee of some 
tozic agents may actually stimulate plant growth, while with others 
only slight amounts proved harmful. Certain substances appeared to 
affect the top growth and others affected the roots . 
Schreiner and Sullivan (1909) found a crystalline organic compound 
which waa toxic to cowpeas but had no effect on wheat or potatoes. They 
did not identify the tozic substance, however. The testa were run on 
soil which had been under continuous cropping of cowpeaa and it was con• 
cluded that the substance vas likely a result of tbe decomposition of 
the cowpea plants . 
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Schreiner and Shorey (1909) conducted many testa to isolate harmful 
substances from the soil and to deteraine the properties of these 
substances, At that time there was no record of anyone having isolated 
any toxic substances from the soil, Aa a result of these teats, 
several toxic substances were isolated and identified, all of which 
were crystalline compounds, 
Schreiner and Lathrop (1911) while making a survey of the nature 
of soil organic matter found many organic substances, Pentoaans, 
pentose sugars, hiatadine, cytosine, xanthine, hypoxanthine, and dihydro-
xystearic acid were frequently encountered. Not all of these are toxic 
to plants. Dibydroxyatearic acid was of special interest because of 
ita known harmful properties to plants, It waa found in all typea of 
aoila but mainly in tboae of low productivity. As it ia readily oxidized, 
ita exiatance in soils depends upon poor oxidation or low aeration in 
the soils. 
Cubbon (1925) demonstrated bow one crop can influence the growth 
of another crop by growing grape (Vitia app.) plants together with 
rye (~ cereale) in a very fertile soil, Tbe rye plants had a 
definite retarding effect on the grape plants. Cubbon did not determine 
what actually caused the retarding effect . 
Davis (1928) observed that mature black walnut trees (Juglana nigra) 
exerted a toxic effect on certain other plants growiug aear them, A 
substance which waa identified as juglone is found in various parts of 
the walnut tree. This substance proved to be an extremely powerful 
toxin when injected into tomato and alfalfa plants. Similar toxicity 
was exhibited by both the synthetic and natural juglone, Davis did not 
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show that this substance is liberate d by the trees or that the injurious 
effects on other plants is due to the action of juglono or any other 
toxic substance. 
Ratsek (1934) found evidence that the roots of some plants give 
off organic acids . He did not show Whether these acids were toxic or 
non - toxic to the growth of plants. 
Two well -known investigations concerning plant toxic substances 
are those of Wake and Bode (Bonner,l9SO). Wake ahoved that the roots 
of black locust (~ pseudo-acacia) contain a principle highly 
inhibitory to other epeeiea, and he proposed that this toxin may eon-
tribute to the l ack of undergrowth in locust plantings. Bode's work 
was done on an entirely different sort of inhibitor , one given off by 
the leaves of common wormwood (Artemiaia abeinthiua) . The active sub-
stance was identified by Bode ae absinthin, a glucoside of unknown 
e.-position which is secreted by glandular hairs of the leaves of the 
plant. The toxic material ia washed off by rainfall onto the ground 
around the plant and severely atunta other species, this action extend-
ing to distances as great as a ~ter from the wormwood plant. Bxpari -
mente conducted by Funke (Bonner, 1950) established that wormwood 
exerts an unfavorable effect upon a wide variety of species . 
Peach (~ peraica) trees were found to be very hard to establish 
in soil which had previously contained a peach orchard. Thia fits in 
with the observation that old peach tree roots contain a aubetanee 
inhibitory to the growth of young peach trees (Proebating and Gilmore , 
1940). A aiailar phenomenon ia that soils froa old citrus orchards 
are inhibitory to the growth of young citrus seedlings (Martin, 19SO) . 
Martin determined that the toxicity of those aoile is due to tho 
accumulation of a growth inhibitor specific to citrus itself and 
excre te d by ita roots. Pres umably this inhibitor is normally absorbed 
into the soil colloids so that it is not washed out by water, and can 
be removed or destroyed only by treatment wi th relatively strong acida 
or alkalies. 
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Pure stands of s~oth brome (~ inermis) are well known for 
reaching a "sod-bound" condition. Thick s tands tend to thin out and 
decrease in yie ld after a few years. This is blamed on a too dense root 
growth and on nitrogen deficiency in the soil . Benedict (1941) obtained 
evidence that the sod binding of smooth brome mi gh t resu lt, at least in 
part, from the accumulation of growth-inhibiting substances in the soil. 
Thes e substances were believed to have formed from the decomposition of 
dead brome roots. 
Mayer and Anderson (1942) sought to ident ify s od binding of smooth 
brome with nitrogen deficiency and showed that application of nitrogen 
can partially overcome the growth inhibition of brome in soil which has 
previously supported it. Their data clearly reinforce the conclusion 
of Benedict in that well-fertilized brome soils still give yields much 
smaller than those obtained from soils in whi ch brome has not previously 
grown. 
Bonner and Galston (1944) and Bonner (1946) found that guayule 
(Parthenium arsentatum) plants produce toxic substances from thair roots 
in gravel cultures . These substances are toxic to the guayu le plants 
themaelves. None of these substances were isolated from soil where 
guayule plan ts were grown. The toxic materials which are released are 
destroyed or inactivated in the soil under favorable growth conditions . 
A potent source of growth-inhibitory substances was water in which guayule 
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roots were allowed to soak briefly . From this water two compounds 
inhibitory to the growth of guayule plants were isolated in crystalline 
fo~ One of these vas identified as einnamic acid , vbieh ia a normal 
constituent of the plants, and the other vas an unidentified organic acid. 
In Sweden, fairly recent obeervations have confirmed the excretion 
of toxic compounds from various grass roots. The investigation• were 
initiated by the observation that rape (Braseica napus) germinated and 
developed very poorly in fields where quackgrass (Agropyron repene) was 
growing well. Watery extracts of dried, powdered roots and stolons of 
quackgrase showed that these graae plants contain a toxic substance which 
prevented the germination of rape seed and allowed it to be destroyed 
by moulds . This led to further studies which showed that red fescue 
(~ rubra) contained a substance which stopped rape seeds from germi-
nating . The toxic principle was destroyed by beating (Osvald, 1950). 
Gray and Bonner (1948) shoved that water extracts of ~ opp . 
are extremely toxic to tomato oecdlinga. The toxic principle is soluble 
in ether . The growth inhibitor was isolated and found to be an active 
crystalline material. The material vas determined to be 3-aldebydo-4-
methoxy acetophenone . The inhibitor ohowed different effects on plants 
grown in different soils . It may be that the toxic material i s destroyed 
by certain substances in the soil . 
Parker (1950) found evidence that there is an inhibitory substance 
produced by tarveed plante . The substance is soluble in water and 
appears to be heat stable. He did not mention the concentration neces-
sary for inhibition or determine the effects of the inhibitory substance 
when combined with soil. 
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Seeding& of forage apeeiea on tarveed-infeated areaa had failed 
consistently until it was found that spring cultivation or application 
of 2,4-D would eliainate moat of the tarveed (Stevenson, 1950; and 
PlumGer ~ al., 1955). Using these methods of control many tarweed 
areas were successfully seeded. There were , however, still many 
aeeding failures . Also, seeded plants assumed to be well established 
died out on many of the areas. This aeema to indicate that tarweed may 
produce something which ia toxic to seeded grass and legume planta . 
METHODS AND RESULTS 
Thia study waa to determine whether there were inhibitory sub-
stances in tarweed and if these inhibitory substancea were toxic to 
seedling germination in the germinator, to seedling germination and 
growth in the greenhouse, and to seedling germination and survival and 
transplant aurvival in the field. Efforts were also made to identify 
the inhibitory substances. 
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Laboratory and greenhouae work was conducted at Utah State 
University. Field work waa done at Franklin Basin, Idaho , 35 miles 
northeast of Logan, Utah. Results of these various testa are given 
later in thia section . The tarveed planta for all studieo were 
collected in August, 1958 at Franklin Basin . The plants were air dried 
in an unheated garage until they were used in January, 1959 . 
In order to have a standard meaoure for all experiments, the amount 
of tarweed and tarweed leachate which vaa used waa computed on a weight 
baoia, Vigorous tarveed stands which occur on the Franklin Basin area 
have about 200 plants per square foot, which averages about . 05 grams 
per plant . This is 10 grams air-dry tarweed per square foot , 435,000 
grams per acre, or 960 pounds per acre . 
The standard leachate solution approximating 10 graas of air-dry 
tarweed plants per square foot vaa obtained as follows: Ten grams of 
ground up tarweed plants were added to 100 ml. of water and allowed to 
soak for 24 hours. The liquid was then filtered to separate the leachate 
from the plant material. 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRA&y 
The 10 grams of tarveed and the leachate from 10 graaa of tarveed 
in 100 gram. of water were uaed aa the standard in all otudiea. As a 
comparison some treae.enta had .ore or leas tarweed or greater or lesser 
leachate concentrations than noraal. The inhibitory effects of 
different amounts of tarweed plant material and different concentrations 
of tarweed leachate were determined by how they influenced the germi· 
nation of radish and intermediate wheatgrasa eeeda. 
The sisuificance of differences of results in germination or plant 
growth vea determined by analysis of variance. If differences were 
significant, Duncan's cultiple range teat (Duncan, 1955) was used to 
determine differences among treateent means. 
Germination in all laboratory teats was in plastic germinating 
diahee which measured 4 x 4\ inches or 0.12 square foot. Germination 
pads were placed in the dishes and the eeeda were placed on the pads. 
Twelve ml. of the different concentrations of tarweed leachate were 
added to each germinating diab in the leachate treateenta and different 
amounts of ground plants were added to the germinating dishes in the 
ground plant treatments. The germinating diahea had plastic lids which 
were nearly air tight. These dishes were placed on a laboratory bench 
in a room where temperatures varied between 65 and 80° F. 
Both total and normal germination were recorded. Normal germi· 
nation included seedlinga which were classes aa normal and total germi· 
nation included both normal and abnormal seedlings . Statistical analysis 
was run on the results of the noraal geraination. The criteria for 
noraal and abnormal germination waa aa follows: 
Clasaification ~ ~ 
Normal normal nor mal 
Abnormal abnormal normal 
Abnormal normal abnormal 
Abnormal abnormal abnormal 
Shoots were classed as abnormal when they retained a brown or 
yellow color and did not grow normally; or when they wer@ small and/or 
curl@d and did not app@ar normal. Roo ts w@re classed as abnormal when 
they were absent, when they were partially rooted , or when they were 
small and/or curled up and did not grow normally . 
Experiment 1. Concentration of tarweed leachate and ground up tarweed 
plants 
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Because various concentrations of tarweed occur in the field , it 
was important to determine which rates and concentrations , if any , 
inhibit the germination of S@eda and the growth of seedlings . Therefore , 
using 200 plants or 10 grams of tarweed per square foot as a standard , 
various rates of tarweed and tarweed leachate were tes t ed. 
Treatments and design . In this study 14 treatments were used. 
These are listed in Table l. The low leachate concentrations were 
obtained by diluting the standard leachate . For concentrati ons of 40 
and 80 grams it was necessary to evaporate the s tandard leachate down 
to the required concentration . 
The trea t ments were arranged in a complete randomized block design 
with all combinations of 14 treatments and 2 apeciea i n each of 5 repli -
cations . Each replication consisted of 50 seeds . 
Results . This experiment was begun on February 14 , 1959. The 
radioh commenced germination on February 16 , and the inter.ed iate 
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wheatgraaa on February 18. Counta were made on February 16, 17, 18, 19, 
21, 23, 26; March 1, 4, 7, and 12. Both total and normal germination 
are ahown in Table 1. Duncan ' s multiple range tests of the ranked 
means of the 14 treatments are preaented in Tables 2 and 3. The check 
treatment gave a highly significant germination percentage compared 
with the normal for both the radish and intermediate wheatgrass . Although 
there was no significant difference between the check and some of the 
lower concentrations of leachate and ground plants , even the lowest 
concentration (1/16 that found in the field) gave some inhibition to 
germinating seedlings. 
The leachate treatment which was 8 times the concentration f ound 
in the field gave no normal germination of either species . In the higher 
concentrations even the seedlings which were called normal were smaller 
and not nearly as vigorous as the seedlings in t he check . Figure 2 
shows seedlings from different concentrations of leachate . Many of the 
seedling• in the leachate solutions either had no root or the root was 
small and definitely abnormal as compared to the seedlings in the check . 
Not only did the leachate and ground up plant mater i al cause inhi -
bition but they also delayed germination . The line graphs in Figures 3, 
4 , 5 and 6 show the daily cumulative normal germination of both speciea . 
Throughout this and other experiments ther e was a general t rend 
for the higher rates of tarweed and the atronger concen t ration• of 
leachate to increaae the inhibitory effects upon the germination of 
the seeds, but there were sOQO inconsistencieo . To check these incon -
sistencies a second and third teat duplicated some of the t reatment• in 
this experiment . In January 1960, selected rates of leachate were again 
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Table 1. Percent germination of seeda of intermediate vheatgraoo and 
radish when different ~unto of ground up tarweed plants 
and different concentrations of tarweed leachate were uaed 
in the germination •ediU'III. Plants soaked 24 hours to obtain 
leachate 
Type of Amount ob Inten>ediate wh atsrass Radish 
ID&terial • tarweed Normal Total Nor.al Total 
Cheek 0 91 95 99 100 
Plante • 625 70 96 94 100 
uach&te .625 85 96 94 100 
U.achate 1. 25 82 94 92 100 
Plante 2.5 62 95 78 99 
Leach&te 2.5 50 90 20 87 
Leachate 5 64 96 72 99 
Plants 10 48 91 47 99 
I.each&te 10 61 95 70 98 
Plante 20 42 88 24 96 
I.each&te 20 39 95 19 93 
Leachate 40 20 92 4 81 
Plants 80 36 85 90 
Leach&te 80 0 69 0 52 
S,lants ground in grass clipper. Leach&te - water in which ground 
tarweed was so&ked for 24 hours. 
bcrama of ground tarweed plants per square foot or leachate from thia 
amount of ground plants. Ten represents the average amount found in 
the field. 
Table 2. Ranked means of geraination of radiah seed in different 
concentrations of tarwaed leachate and ground up plants 
Treat~~~ent 
Check 
Leachate .625 
Plante • 625 
Leachate l. 25 
Plants 2.5 
Leachate 5 
Leachate 10 
Plants 10 
Plants 20 
Leachate 2. 5 
Leachate 20 
Plante 80 
Leachate 40 
Leachate 80 
Germination 
('%.) 
49 . 6 
48.4 
47 .o 
46.2 
39 . 0 
35 .8 
34. 8 
23. 6 
ll . 8 
10. 0 
9. 6 
3.6 
2. 0 
o.o 
Least significant ranges 
at the 1 percent level 8 
18 
8 A significant difference exists between any two means which are not 
included within any given line or range . Duncan ' s ~ltiple range teat . 
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Table 3. Ranked weans of normal germination of intermediate wheatgraaa 
seeds in different concentrations of tarveed leachate and 
ground up tarweed plants 
Treat-nt 
Check 
Leachate • 625 
Plants .625 
Leachate 1.25 
Plants 2.5 
Leachate 5 
Leachate 10 
Plants 10 
Plants 20 
Leachate 2. 5 
Leachate 20 
Plants 80 
Leachate 40 
Leachate 80 
Get'lllination 
(1.) 
45.6 
42.6 
41.0 
35.4 
31.8 
31.2 
30.6 
24.8 
24.2 
21.2 
19.4 
18. 2 
9.8 
o.o 
Least significant ranges 
at the 1 percent level8 
8 A aignificabt difference exiata between any two means which are not 
included within any given line or range. Duncan's multiple range test. 
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Figure 2. Intermedia te vheatgrass and radish seedlings gerainating in 
1959 and 1960 under different amounts of tarweed or different 
concentration• of tarweed leachate 6 and 8 days after being 
placed in the gerainator. A. 1959 Leachate at 80, 10, 2.5 
and 0 grams per aquare foot, 6 days. s. 1959 Ground plants 
at 80, 10, 2.5 and 0 grama per square foot , 6 days. C and D. 
1960 Leachate at 80, 10, 2. 5 and 0 grams per square foot, 8 
days. (C and D on following page) 
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teated aa a further cheek. Table 4 ahova the ge~nation of nor.al and 
total aeedliaga for four concentration& of leachate in the four different 
teata. 
Bxperiment 2. Leyth of leaching period 
This experiaent waa aet up to deter.ine the rate of eolubility of 
the inhibitory subatance or aubatancea in water. To do thia, the 
I 
atandard leachate at the rate of 10 ar ... of plant aaterial per 100 al. 
of water but obtained fr varioua lengths of leaching tiae vas teated 
on germinating seeds of radish and inter.ediate vheatgraaa. The -thode 
uaed in obtainiag the leachate were as follova: 
1. Whole plante leached for 10 minutea 
2. Whole planta previoualy leached for 10 minutea were leached 
for an additional 24 boars. 
3. Whole plants leached for 1 hour 
4. Whole plants leached for 24 hour• 
S. Whole plants previoualy leached for 24 hour• were leached an 
additional 24 houra. 
6. Ground plant• leached for 24 hour• 
7. Ground plants leached for 24 houra were leached an additional 
24 houra. 
Treataenta and de1ian. The treataents consiated of leachate froa 
each of the above aeven methode and a check1 eight traataenta in all. 
The treatment• were arranged in a rand-bed block dcdgn with five 
replication~ of each treatment. Bach replication conaisted of SO 1eadl 
each of radiah and intermediate vheatgraaa. The1e were arranged on a 
laboratory bench using the plaatic germinating dishes and under the 
conditione -ntioned above. 
Reaulta. The experiaent vas begun on Karch 7, 1959. The radiah 
aeeda etarted germinating on Karch 9 and interaadiate vbeatarasa on 
Karch 10. Seedlings were counted March 9, 10, 11, 12, 19 and 23. There 
vae no geradnation beyond this date. Seedlings were grouped into the 
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Table 4. Percent aerainatlon of seedl of iute~dlate wbeatara•• and 
radlab lu different couceutratloua of tarweed leachate from 
4 teats 
Gr&JU of 
tarveed Date of Iuter.edlate wbeataraaa Jladleh 
equivalent teat !lloraal Total !lloraal Total 
2.5 Peb. 14 50 90 20 87 
April 23 56 94 31 90 
Jan. 15a 57 95 79 99 
10 Feb. 14 61 9.5 70 98 
March 7 11 93 1 93 
April 23 61 95 60 89 
Jan. 15a .58 91 69 99 
40 Feb. 14 20 92 4 81 
Aprll 23 54 93 49 86 
80 Feb. 11• 0 69 0 52 
Jan. 15a 0 3 0 3 
•1960. All other testa 1959. 
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four claeses lieted above, The reaulte of total and nor.al goraination 
are ehown in Table 5, 
The ranked meana of the treatllente and the -ltiple range teet are 
ahown in Tables 6 and 7. All of the leachate treat.ente were aiaaifi-
cantly different from the check at the 1 percent level for both radiah 
and inter.ediate wheatgraae. Leachate from whole planta wu not as 
inhibitory as that from grOUJld plante, when soaked for the eaM period 
of tt.e, Leachate fr011 whole plants aoaked for 10 ainutea appeared to 
be ..,re inhibitory than leachate froc whole plants soaked for 1 hour, 
altbouah there h no aipificant ditferellce between the two. lxcept 
for this discrepancy, there was a sli&ht increue in inhibition ae the 
lensth of the soaking period increaeed, 
The data indicatea a high solubility of the inhibitory substance 
or aubetances in water, Leachate trow plant material soaked for 10 
ainutea e~d atrong inhibittOD, but when the ·- plant ll&terial waa 
soaked for an additional 24 boure the reaulting leachate sho.ad etronser 
inhibition than that from the 10-ainute leacbios period, Deepite the 
aigh eolubility plants ta•t ~. been leached for 10 ainutee or 1 day 
atill contain conaiderable soluble inhibitory material. 
As in the previoue expert.ent, the leachate reduced the nUIIlber of 
nonial plants and also delayed genination. Culllulative geraination by 
daye for inte~diate wbeatsrase ie shown in Fisure 7. Germination 
for both apeciea followed the •- general trend in all treat.ente. 
Bxperleent 3, The effect of different atorasa conditions ou the 
atability of tarweed leachate 
To teat the stability of tarweed leachate under different storage 
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Table 5. Percent ge~ination of leeds of intermediate vheatara11 and 
radi1h, using leachate from whole and groun4 up tarweed 
plants which vera leached for varyins periods. All leachate 
on the ba•i• of 10 sr ... tarweed plant per square foot 
Type of 
tarweeda 
Check 
Whole 
Whole 
Wllole 
Whole 
Whole 
Ground 
Ground 
Leaching 
period 
0 
10 .nn. 
24 hra.b 
1 hr. 
24 bra. 
24 bra. c 
24 bra. 
24 hra. 0 
Inter.ediate wbeatsrasa 
Ronal Total 
80 89 
29 94 
24 93 
34 92 
21 94 
40 95 
11 93 
20 92 
&type of plant used to obtain leachate. 
~niouely leached for 10 ainute1. 
cPrevioual y leached for 24 houra. 
Radish 
Ronal Total 
94 98 
20 98 
10 95 
21 98 
10 98 
36 99 
1 93 
8 99 
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Tabla 6. Ranked aeana of normal germination of radish aaeds in tarweed 
leachate from different lengths of leaching time 
Trea tlllen te Geraination Least eignificant ~:::~: ('1.) at the 1 percent 
Clteck 47.0 I 
Whole plants 24 hrs . b 18. 2 I 
Whole plants 1 hr. 19.4 
Wb.ole plants 10 min . 10.2 
Whole plants 24 hre . c 5. 0 
Whole plants 24 hrs. 4. 8 
Ground plante 24 hrs . b 3.8 
Ground plants 24 hrs . 0.6 
4A significant difference exists between any two means vhich are not 
included within any given line or range . Duncan ' s multiple range test . 
bPreviouely leached for 24 hours . 
cPraviouely leached for 10 minute& . 
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Table 7, a.nked means of normal germination of intar-ediate wheataraas 
seeds in tarweed leachate from different lengths of leaching 
tillle 
Treatments Gel"llin&tion Least significant rang•• 
(t) at the 1 percent level4 
Cheek 39.8 
Whole plants 24 hrs, b 20.2 
Whole plant• 1 hr . 17.2 
Whole plants 10 min. 14.6 
Whole planta 24 bra. c 12.0 
Whole plants 24 hrs. 10.6 
Ground plants 24 hrs.b 10.2 
Ground plant a 24 hra. .S.4 
4A significant difference exista between any tvo means which are not 
included within any given line or range. Duncan's multiple range teat, 
bPreviously leached for 24 hours. 
cPrevioualy leached for 10 minute• . 
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conditions the leachate was prepared at the standard rate on March 7 
and stored as follows : 
1. Frozen and kept below 32° r. 
2. Refrigerated at te"'Peraturu of 40 to 45° r. 
3. On greenhouse bench at temperatures of 60 to 110° F. 
4. Leached plant material stored at 60 to 80° F. 
The above material was stored for 6 weeks. This stored material 
plus fresh leachate was tested to see if the various storage conditions 
had affected the ability of the inhibitory substance to reduce normal 
germination of radish and intermediate wheatgraaa . 
Treataents and deaian. The treabaents consisted of stored material 
plus fresh leachate as follows: 
1. Check • distilled water 
2. Leachate which had been frozen for 6 week a 
3. Leachate which had been 
6 weeks 
refrigerated at 40 to 45° r. for 
4. Leachate 
6 weeks 
kept on a greenhouse bench at 60 to 110° F. for 
5. Fresh leachate from material which had previously been leached 
for 24 hours and then stored at 60 to 80° F. for 6 weeks 
6. Fresh leachate from material which had not been previously 
leached 
The treatments were arranged in the same design and seedlings were 
classified into four groups as in previous experiments. 
Results. The germination testa were initiated on April 23, 1959. 
The radish s~eds began germinating on April 25, and the intermediate 
vbeatgzass OD !April 27. Counts were aade on April 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
and 30; May 1 and 4. '11lere was no sermination beyond this date. The 
results of the normal and total germination are presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Percent germination of intermediate wheatgraaa and radish seed 
from tarweed leachate stored under different conditions and 
from different concentration& of leachate. Plants soaked 24 
hours to obtain leachate 
Condition of 
leachate 
Check 
Frozen8 
Refrigeratorb 
Greenhousec 
Fresh 
Fresh 
Amount of 
tarweed 
0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
lOd 
lnte~diate wbeatgrass Radish 
Normal Total Normal Total 
82 88 94 99 
62 92 59 88 
41 87 37 86 
49 91 61 90 
61 95 60 89 
62 96 76 95 
aFrozen from March 7 to April 23, 1959. 
bRefrigerated at 40 to 45° F. March 7 to April 23 , 1959. 
ccreenhouse bench at 60 to ll0° F. March 7 to April 23, 1959. 
dLeached 24 hours on March 7. Leached a second 24 hours on April 23 for 
this study. 
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The multiple range tests of the ranked treatment means are 
preaented in Tables 9 and 10. Germination of both radish and inter-
-diate wheatgraas in all treatments va 1 highly significantly different 
from the check. Tarweed leachate which was frozen for 6 weeki exhibited 
inhibitory effects similar to fresh leachate. Leachate kept in the 
greenhouee for 6 weeks seemed to increase inhibitory effects on inter-
mediate wheatgrass but not on radish. Leachate kept in a refrigerator 
for 6 weeks increased inhibitory effects on both species. The leachate 
from the second soaking after 6 weeks storage had the same effects on 
the intermediate wbeatgraes as the leachate which was obtained from the 
plant aaterial before storage, but was not as inhibitive on radish. 
Although there are some inconsistencies , this test indicatea that 
freezing and storage at different temperatures do not reduce the effect 
of the inhibitory substances in tarweed leachate . 
Experi .. nt 4. The effect of tarweed upon the germination and growth of 
inter.ediate wheatgras• in the sraenhouee 
The purpose of this experiment was to determine if tarweed plant~ 
or tarveed leachate had any inhibitory effect on germination and growth 
of interDediate vbeatgrass when the material was combined with the soil. 
In order to determine these effecto , various rates of ground up tarweed 
plants or leachate were combined with soil in gallon cans . The soil 
vaa obtained from a tarweed-infested area in Franklin Basin. Soil 
characteristic•, as determined in the laboratory , were as follows: 
Texture Clay loam Phosphorus (lbs P2o5/A) 50 
Moisture at 1/3 Atm. 281 Nitrogen 191 
Moilture at 143Atm. 121 Potassium (MK/100 gr-•) 74 Salt1 (!C x 10 ) 22 Organic matter 3. 61 
pH 5.9 CaC03 2 
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Table 9, Ranked means of noraal gerwination of radish eeede in tarveed 
leachate fro• different storage conditions 
Treatments Ge~ination Leaat sisnificant range a 
('L) at the 1 percent level8 
Check 47.0 I 
Fresh leachate lOb 38.2 I 
Greenhouee lOc 30,4 
l"reeh leachate 10 30.0 
Frozen leachate 10d 29.4 
Refrigerated 108 18.6 
8A significant difference exiete between any tvo .. ana vhich are not 
included within any given line or ranse. Duncan's multiple range teet. 
~ached 24 hour a on March 7. Leached a second 2.4 hours on April 23 
for thil • tudy. 
cLeachate stored on the greenhouse bench at 60 to 110° F. March 7 to 
April 23, 1959. 
drrozen fro. March 7 to April 23 , 1959. 
8 Leach&te refrigerated at 40 to 45° l". March 7 to April 23, 1959. 
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Table 10. Ranked meana of normal gei'11ination of inte~diate wheatgraas 
seeds in tarveed leachate from different storage conditions 
Check 
Frozen leachate lOb 
Fresh leachate lOc 
Freah leachate 10 
Greenhouse lOd 
Refrigerated lOe 
Get111inat1on 
('1.) 
41.2 
31,0 
30 . 8 
30,6 
24. 6 
20,6 
Least significant ranges 
at the 1 percent level8 
•A significant difference exiata between any two aeans which are not 
included within any given line or range . Duncan ' s multiple range taat , 
bFrozen from March 7 to April 23, 1959. 
cLeacbed 24 hours on March 7. Leached a second 24 hours on April 23, 
for thia atudy. 
~achate atored on the greenhouae bench at 60 to 110° F. March 7 to 
April 23, 1959. 
eLeacbate refrigerated at 40 to 45° F. March 7 to April 23, 1959. 
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With ground plants the required amount of plant material waa mixed 
with the top 2 inches of aoil and the seeds planted. With leachate the 
seeds were planted and then the correct amount of leachate was added. 
Twelve seeds ware planted, evenly spaced , in each can. The soil waa 
sub-irrigated by placing the cans in water until soil moisture was at 
field capacity. The cans were then weighed and the weights recorded. 
Throughout the experiment just enough water was added to bring the soil 
moiature to field capacity, thus none of the tarweed material was lost 
by leaching. 
When the seedlings emerged they were marked with colored stakes . 
A different color stake was used for each day. The seeds were planted 
on February 28, and seedling counts were made on Karch 5, 12, 14 , and 
16. After emergence was completed the seedlings were thinned to 4 per 
can . Pigure 8 shows the seedlings after thinning . 
Average height and vigor were recorded at weekly intervals starting 
week from the da t e of the first emergence. At the end of 3 months the 
plants were clipped and air-dry weights ware obtained. 
Treatments and design. There were 8 treatments randomized within 
each of 5 replicate blocks. Treatments , wi th 10 grams representing the 
average amount found in the field , were as follows: 
1. Check 
2. Tarweed added at the r a te of .625 gram8 per square foot 
3. Tarweed added at the rate of 2. 5 grams per square foot 
4. Tarweed added at the rate of 10 grams per square foot 
5. Tarweed added at the rata of 20 grams per square foot 
6. Tarweed added at the rate of 80 grams per square foot 
1 7. Leachate added at the rate of 10 grams per square foot 
8 . Leachate added at the rate of 80 grams per square footl 
Leachate vas from this an~unt of tarweed plants . 
Figure 8. General view of gallon cane in greenhouse with intermediate 
wbea tgraas growing in different amounts of tarweed leachate 
and ground tarweed planta 
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Re1ults. The number of seedlings emerged, air-dry weight1, and 
vigor are ahovn in Table 11. Theae are baaed on an average of the ' 
replications. The multiple range teat of the air - dry mean• ia given 
in Table 12. The check wa1 significantly different from all other 
treatments at the 1 percent l evel. As,the amount of tarweed plant 
material increased the air-dry weights of the grass decreased, although 
there was no significant difference among any of the tarwaed treatments . 
The leachate treatments were inconsistent but differences ware not 
significant. The treatment• appeared to have alight, if any, effect 
upon the vigor or heights of the planta. The results of thi1 experiment 
seem to indicate that inhibitory substances in tarweed are buffered by 
some process or processes in the soil and allow normal germination, but 
significantly reduce growth of eeeded grass . This may not be true with 
other soils or under other conditions. 
Experiment 5. Competition between tarweed and intermediate wheatgrass 
This experiment wa• established for the purpose of determining the 
effects of different numbers of tarweed plants upon the emergence and 
1urvival of intermediate wheat&rasa seedlings, and the survival of 
. 
intermediate wheatgrass tran1plants, when planted with varioue amounts 
of established tarweed plants. 
This was a field experiment located in Franklin Basin, Idaho, 35 
miles northeast of Logan, Utah. The study was in a large opening in 
the spruce-fir and aspen type and is typical of moat tarwaed areas 
{Figure 1). Vegetation i1 mainly tarweed with some knotweed, perennial 
bulbo, and a few herbaceous p rennials. Elevation 1• 8,500 feet. Slope 
is 4 percent west. Precipitation is approxi-.tely 40 inchea, molt of 
which comes as snow in the winter . The summers normally have dry 
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Table 11. Emergence and yield of four intermediate wheatgraas plants 
from greenhouse cans when different amounts of ground up 
tarweed or tarweed leachate were added to the soil . Plants 
were soaked in water for 24 hours to obtain leachate 
Type of 
material a 
Check 
Plante 
Plan to 
Plants 
Leach8te 
Plants 
Plants 
Leachate 
Amount of 
tarweed a 
0 
. 625 
2. 5 
10 
10 
20 
80 
80 
Seedlings 
emerged b 
9. 2 
8. 8 
7. 8 
9. 2 
10 . 2 
10.8 
10.6 
9.4 
Air-dry herbage 
per gall on can 
(grama) 
5.1 
3. 6 
3. 3 
3.1 
3.4 
2. 9 
2.8 
3.5 
Vigor (1 - 5) 
(5 ~ excellent) 
4.8 
4. 6 
4. 2 
4 . 4 
4. 2 
4. 0 
4. 2 
4.2 
8 Grams of ground tarweed per square foot or leachate from thio amount 
of planta . Ten represents the average amount found in the field . 
b12 seedo planted. Thinned to 4 planto after emergence . 
Tabl~ 12. Ranke d means of air-dry weishta of intermediate wheatgrasa 
grown in the gre~nhous e in rlifferrnt concentrations of 
tarweed leachate and ground up plants 
Treatments 
Check 
Plants . 625 
Leachate 80 
L~achate 10 
Plants 2.5 
Plants 10 
Plants 20 
Plants 80 
Air - dry weights 
(grams per gallon can) 
5.10 
3.62 
3. 52 
3.40 
3. 30 
3. 12 
2.92 
2.84 
Leas t significant rang~• 
at the 1 percent level8 
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4 A significant difference exists between any two means which are not 
included within any given line or range. Duncan's multiple range teat . 
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period& laating from 30 to 120 days. Precipitation data for the growing 
seao on for 3 consecutive yearo iA given in Table 13. 
The soil dry• out rapidly after the snow leaves the area i n the 
spring , and a hard crust forms in t he s1rface 1 or 2 inches . Laboratory 
analyois of the soil is given in exper i men t number 4 . Soil moisture in 
percent and in atmoopheres tension during the period from June through 
September 1959 is shown i n Tables 14 and 15, r e spectively. 
Treatments and design. The treatments consisted of planting t he 
grass seeds and trans?lants with 6 rates of tarweed plants aa follows: 
1. 0 tarveed plant• per square foot 
2. 4 .. .. .. 
3. 16 
4. 64 
5. 256 
6. 1024 
Areas were selec t ed which contained at least 1024 tarweed plants 
per square foot. The required number of tarweed plant& was obtained by 
thinning . It was not unc~on to find tarveed growing at rates of wall 
over 1000 plant& per square foot. 
Trea tme n ts were arranged in a randomized block design with 5 repli • 
c~•ns of the 6 treatments for both seedlings and transplanta. Each 
plot wao 3 feet square which is 9 oquare feet with 4 oeed spota or 
traneplants per square foot , This made a total of 36 per plot . The 
outside row, conoisting of 20 plants, was used as a buffer zone, This 
left 16 plants per plot from which data were collected. 
Gras s was planted on June 9 , 1959 , at the rate of 3 seeds per hill 
or s eed apot. Transplants which had been grown in the greenhouse fo r 
6 weeko were set out at the rate ot 1 plant per location. Loeatlono 
were at 6-ineh intervale within the plots. It vao planned to thin the 
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Table 13. Precipitation at Pranklin Basin for parte of 3 yeara . 
Precipitation year from September 1 to August 30, inclusive 
Period !!.!!. 
1957 - 58 1958 - 59 1959 - 60 
Septe01ber . 89 . 62 4. 03 
1-7 0 1-6 0 1-7 0 
8-14 0 7-13 • 56 8-14 0 
15-21 . so 14-20 .06 15 - 21 l. 70 
22-30 .09 21-30 0 22-lO 2. 33 
October 1.18 0 2.83 
1- 5 .33 1-10 0 1-5 • 63 
6- 10 0 11•17 0 6-12 l. 75 
11-23 • 39 18 - 24 0 13-19 0 
24 - 31 . 46 25 - 31 0 20-31 . 45 
November s.oo• 3. 70 1 .44 
December 9, 401 s . 1o1 
January 6. 7o• 
1'ebruary 5. 60 8 7.908 
Karch 4. ao• 5 , 20~ 
April 3, so• 0 
Kay 2. so• l.80c 
June . 76 1.83 
1- 14 .25 1-8 .05 
15-21 • 39 9-15 . 01 
22 - 25 . 12 16-22 .43 
26 - 30 0 23-30 .34 
July . 63 . 25 
1-1 2 0 1-6 . 04 
13-19 . 10 7-13 0 
20-26 0 14-20 . 16 
27 - 31 . 53 21 - 31 .OS 
August l. 7 5 2. 05 
Total 42. 7l 31.45 
•snow aurvry records. Thanka to Mr. Gregory Pearson of the Soil 
Consarvat on Service. 
bOndoubtedly in error because of snow melt between April 1 and 30 
CKay 22·31 only . No record for remainder of month. 
Table 14. Pracipitation and percent soil moisture at 4 depths under 3 conditions at Franklin Basin at 
weekly intervals during the summer of 1959 
Date Precip . Tarweed - No treatment Fallow - No tarweed 6" Furr~a - Ng tarweeg 
(inches) 3" 6" 12" 24" 3" 6'' 12" 24" • 3 9 21 
June 1 1. 70 _c _c 
8 .05 30 31 35 36 29 35 34 35 26 29 32 32 
15 . 01 20 23 27 32 29 29 34 31 25 26 29 31 
22 .43 15 20 25 28 23 23 22 28 23 26 27 29 
29 1. 10 27 26 26 29 29 28 29 28 30 29 31 28 
J uly 6 • 28 19 22 2.5 32 21 23 24 31 21 24 25 30 
13 0 15 20 22 25 18 20 22 2.5 20 22 24 24 
20 .16 9 12 15 23 15 19 22 25 18 24 22 23 
27 .01 8 12 13 22 15 18 22 24 16 19 22 24 
Aug. 3 .55 13 11 13 21 17 20 22 24 19 21 21 23 
10 .05 8 11 12 14 16 20 22 24 17 23 21 24 
17 .os 7 11 12 18 15 20 21 22 16 20 21 24 
24 1.14 16 18 13 15 19 21 22 24 20 23 25 22 
31 .30 13 1.5 13 17 18 21 23 24 19 23 24 24 
Sept. 7 0 11 13 13 16 16 18 21 24 17 18 21 25 
14 0 6 10 11 16 17 18 21 24 16 20 21 24 
21 1.70 26 22 18 17 28 26 24 24 27 27 26 28 
•Middle of ridge: 3" below top of ridge 3" above bott.,.. of furrow. 
boistance below bottom of furrow. 
~ 
cNo data. ... 
Table 15. Soil moisture tension in atmospheres at 4 
intervals during the summer of 19598 
depths under 3 conditions at Franklin Basin at weekly 
T.arweed - No treatment Fallow - No tarweed 6" Furrows -No tarveed Date 
3" 6" 12 " 24" 3" 6" 12" 24" 3" 6" 12" 24" 
June 1 
8 . 3 . 6 . 8 .4 . 3 . 3 .4 . 3 1.1 .7 .6 . 3 15 . 4 . 6 1.1 1.1 . 3 .4 . 4 .7 1. 1 . 7 . 6 .4 22 .3 • 6 1. 1 1.5 . 3 .4 . 4 . 9 1. 1 . 7 • 6 .4 29 
.3 .7 1. 2 1. 5 . 3 .4 .4 1 . 0 1. 0 . 7 • 6 . 4 
July 6 
.4 .7 1. 2 1. 5 .3 .4 .4 1.0 1. 1 .8 .6 .4 l3 1.8 .9 1. 3 1. 7 . 3 .4 . 4 1.1 1.1 • 7 .6 .4 20 6.4 4.9 2. 6 1. 9 .4 . 4 . 4 1.0 1.2 .7 .6 • 3 27 1.5. 5 14.6 12. 3 1. 9 . 5 .4 . 4 1.0 1. 4 • 8 • 6 . 3 
Aug. 3 6.1 13.0 12. 1 2.3 .4 . 4 .4 1.0 1.4 .8 .6 . 3 10 15.5 16.4 15.6 3. 4 .6 . 4 . 4 1.0 1.4 . 8 • 6 . 3 17 21.6 18. 7 17.1 5.9 .a .4 .4 1.0 1.5 .8 . 6 • 3 24 1. 2 4. 2 14.4 11.0 .4 .4 .4 1.0 1.3 .8 . 6 . 3 31 1.5 4.9 14. 6 11. 2 
.4 .4 .4 1.1 1.5 .8 . 6 . 3 
Sept. 7 8.0 14 • .5 16. 3 11 .8 .5 .4 .4 1.1 1. 5 .8 . 6 . 3 14 21.0 19.1 17.9 12. 0 . 9 . 4 .4 1.1 1. 6 . 8 .6 . 3 21 1.0 3.4 11. 5 11.5 
.4 .4 . 4 1.1 1.4 .8 .6 .3 
4 Precipitat1on 1s the sa- as in Table 14. 
4>-
"' 
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graaa seedlings to 1 per seed spot but later it was decided to let all 
remain as thinning might disturb the remaining plant . 
Seeded plota were observed once a week . As the seedlings emerged 
they wer e recorded and mar ked with colored stakes to show date of 
emergence . Mortality of seedlings and transplants was also recorded. 
Dead plants were war ked by placing a diagonal stake through a loop in 
the stake which was used to show emergence of seedlinga and by placing 
a stake in the area which was occupied by the dead transplant . 
Results . Mortality was recorded two times during the summer , once 
in July and again in October. Fifty - two percent of the death loss 
occurred by July and the remaining 48 percent by October 15. Final 
total emergence and mortality is shown in Table 16. 
Aa the number of tarweed pl ants increased from one treatment to 
another , the seedling emergence and spot emergence remained the same , 
but the number of dead aeedlings increased greatly. The multiple range 
testa of seedling emergence and seedling survival are presented in 
Ta bles 17 and 18 respectively. As the number of tarweed plants 
increased the height and vigor of the seedlings decreased. Seedling• 
which were still alive in the heavy tarwaed plot• were so small that 
they may not live through the winter or the next gr owing season 
(Figure 9). Table 19 gives .the average height and vigor of the seedlings 
at the end of the growing season in September 1959. 
No death leas occurred among transplants as a result of plant 
competition. Tbe only death loss was due to gophers . Reduced height 
and vigor were similar to that shown by the seedlings and are 1hown in 
Table 20 . Some of the traneplanto which showed low vigor may not 
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table 16. Emergence and survival of intermediate whaatgrass seedlings 
se ded in various amounts of tarweed. In each tarweed 
treatment there arc 80 seed spots with a possible 240 plants. 
Final meaaurement in October 1959 
tarwee d plants Grau elanta Seed seotsa 
par square foot Emerged Dead Alive With live All plants 
plants dead 
0 100 24 7& 45 12 
4b 6.5 21 44 26 9 
l&b 74 55 19 15 29 
64 105 74 31 22 31 
256 91 65 26 19 33 
1024 105 75 30 20 30 
4 these 2 columns do not consider the seed spots with no emergence, 
hence they do not total 80 . 
btwo replications damaged by gophers . 
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Table 17. Ranked means of emergence of intermediate wheatgrass aeed• 
lings seeded in areas with different amount• of eatabliahed 
tarweed plants 
Treatments llllll:rgeaee Least eignificant range• 
(No. planta/plot) at the 1 percent level4 
16 tarweed/eq. ft. 21.0 
64 tarweed/ sq . ft . 21.0 
1024 tarweed/sq . ft . 21 . 0 
0 tarweed/sq . ft. 20.0 
4 tarweed/sq . ft. 18.4 
2S6 tarweed/sq. ft . 18. 2 
4A significant difference exists between any two means which are not 
include d within any given line or range. Duncan'• multiple range teat. 
Table 18, Ranked means of survival of intermediate wheatgrass aeed· 
lings seeded in areas with different amounts of es tablished 
tarweed plants 
Treatutenta Survival Least significant ran5es 
(No. planta/plot) at the 1 percent level• 
0 tarwee d/sq. ft. 15.2 
4 tarweed /sq. ft . 12 . 8 
64 tarweed/sq. ft. 6. 2 
1024 tarweed/aq. ft . 6.0 
256 tarweed/sq. ft. 5.2 
16 tarweed/aq . ft. 4.6 
•A significant difference exist• between any tvo means which are not 
included within any given line or range. Duncan'• multiple range tea~ 
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B 
figure 9. Intermediate wheatgraaa aeedlinga growing in varying number• 
of tarweed plants. A. With no tarweed planta the graaa seed-
lings average 3.3" tall and 4.8 vigor with little mortality. 
B. 16 tarweed plant• per square foot reduce grasa height to 
1.8 inche• and vigor to 3.2. c. 64 tarveed plants reduce 
height, vigor, aad mortality of gra•• plant• even further. 
D. With 1024 tarweed plant• the graas plants are 1 inch tall 
and have a vigor of 1.2, and have experienced heavy martalit~ 
Photographed September 1959. (C and D on following page) 
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Table 19. Average height and vigor of inteTWediate vheatgraae eeedlinge 
growing with different amounts of tarweed plants 
Tarveed plantl Plant height Plant vigor• 
per equare foot (inches) 
0 3.3 4.8 
4 2.4 4.2 
16 1.8 3.2 
64 l.S 2.8 
256 1.5 2.0 
1024 1.0 1. 2 
•vigor rating given: 5 ~excellent, 4 •good, 3 : fair, 2 :poor, and 
1 • very poor. 
Table 20. Survival and average height and vigor of 80 intermediate 
wheatgraaa transplant• growing with different amounte of 
tarveed plants 
Tarveed plants Plants alive Plant height Plant vigo .. 
per equare foot (inches) 
0 80 5.3 5. 0 
4 79 4.6 4 . 2 
16 78 3.9 3.2 
64 78 3.4 2.4 
256 80 3. 2 2. 2 
1024 78 2.7 1.6 
8 Vigor rating given: 5 = excellent, 4 a good, 3 • fair, 2 : poor, and 
1 • very poor. 
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eurvive through the next s~r (Figure 10). As the reeults of the 
transplant study were quite obvious, no statistical analysis vaa run on 
the data. 
The reaults of this etudy seem to indicate that the competition 
between tarweed and intermediate wheatgrass seedlings is aainly for 
soil moiature, although inhibitory substances may also be important. 
In this competition for moisture, tarveed , with ita rapidly elongating 
root, haa the advantage. During the summer of 1959 spring eeeded planta 
of intermediate wheatgrass and native tarweed were dug up to observe 
the root systems . Root depth& at approximate monthly intervals were as 
follow•: 
~ 
June 16 
July 21 
Auguet 28 
Intermediate wheatgrass 
1. 0 
2. 0 
4. 0 
Characteristic• of tarweed leachate 
~ 
3. 0 
5.3 
7. 0 
The previous experiment• have shown that the inhibitory substances 
are readily soluble in water . Also , they have shown that the soil used 
in the teete acta as a buffer to decrease the toxic effect of these 
subetances. It was shown that freezing and other storage conditions do 
no t affect the inhibitor y eubatances unless it is to make them even 
atronger. 
In an attempt to isolate inhi bitory substances from tarweed plant 
.aterial, several preliminary studies were undertaken. 
To teat the solubility of the inhibitory substance• in ether , 
tarweed plant material was soaked for 24 hours in pure ethyl ether . The 
ether vas then waahed with water and the water tested on germinating 
A 
B 
Figure 10. Trantplants of interwediate wheatgrass in varying number• 
of tarweed plants . A. No tarweed plants on left, 16 plants 
of tarveed per square foot on the right reduces the height 
and vigor of grass transplants. B. 1,024 plants of tar-
weed greatly eupreeses graas plants 
seeds. This shoved aome inhibi t ion, indicating solubility in ether. 
Inhibi~n vas not as strong as i n most of the other treat=enta, 
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Leachate from tarweed plants was boiled for 15 minutes; water vaa 
added to keep the concentration the s~ as before boiling and then 
the solution vas tested on germinating seeds of radish and intermediate 
wheatgrasa. The resulta showed that the inhibitory substance vas not 
destroyed or inactivated, but appeared to be more inhibitory than the 
unboiled extract. 
In another study tarweed leachate vas placed in dialyaia tubing 
and dialyzed in distilled water for approximately 72 hours. The 
distilled water from outside the tube was then evaporated down to the 
same volume as the dialyzed leachate and both were tested on germi-
nating seeda . A strong concentration of substances appeared to have 
.aved out through the dialyeia tubing into the distilled water because 
there was strong inhibition of the seeds which were germinated in the 
preeence of dialyzing water. The leachate remaining in the dialysia 
tubing did not appear to be as inhibitory as the original undialyzed 
leachate. As proteins are destroyed by boiling and as the protein 
~oleculea are too large to move through dialysis tubing, proteins can 
be ruled out a1 being the inhibitory substances . 
When the distilled water containing the inhibitory aubetancea waa 
evaporated to complete dryness and then water added and the dryed 
residue brought back into solution, it was etill strongly inhibitory to 
germinating seeds. Hence the inhibitory substance• are not easily 
volatilized. 
The water leachate from tarwaed plants has an amber brown color, 
this color getting darker as the concentration increaaee. When the 
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inhibitory aubatances moved from the dialyaia tubing into distilled 
water, the color did not move with it, Therefore, color does not seem 
to be aaaociated with the inhibitory subatances. 
The pH of normal leachate, using tap water at pH 7.6, is approxi· 
mately 5. 6, and the pH of the distilled water containing the inhibitory 
substances vas 4.5. To determine if pH was a factor in causing inhibi· 
tion, teats were run using distilled water and tarweed leachate at 4 
levels of pH: 4, 5, 6, and 7. The distilled water at all levels shoved 
no significance, but the tarveed leachate at all levels of pH shoved 
strong inhibition. This rulea out the possibility of pH being a major 
factor in causing inhibitive effects. 
The high solubility combined with a high stability and persistence 
makes the identification of theae inhibitory substances a challenging 
problem. At the present time work ia still being carried on in trying 
to isolate and identify inhibitory substance& from tarweed plants. 
Results will not available in time to be included in this theaia. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The following 5 experiments were conducted and carried out to 
determine inhibitory and competitive effects of tarweed: 3 laboratory 
experiment& to see if tarweed plants and leachate inhibit germinating 
aeeda of intermediate wheatgrasa and radish, 1 greenhouse study to 
teat the effect of tarweed upon seedling emergence and growth of 
intermediate wheatgraas, and 1 field study to determine the effect of 
tarweed upon emergence and growth of seedlings and growth of tranapbmta 
of intermediate wheatgrass. In addition several teata were carried out 
in an attempt to isolate inhibitory substances from tarweed plants . 
The firat experiment waa to determine the effects of various con-
centrations of tarweed leachate and ground up tarweed plants upon seed 
germination. Fourteen treatments were used with 5 replications per 
treatment. The results indicate a substance in tarveed plants which 
inhibit• normal germination of intermediate wheatgraas and radiah seeds , 
As the concentration increaees the inhibitory effects increase . The 
concentration of leachate which was calculated to be equal to the 
normal amount found in the field waa significantly different from the 
check at the l percent level, Even concentrations 1/16 of that found 
in the field showed some noticeable inhibition, although there vas no 
significant difference between these and the check. 
The second experiment involving 8 treatments vas to determine if 
the length of leaching time had any effect on the amount of inhibition , 
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or, in essence, to determine the rate of solubili ty of the substance in 
water . Leachate from ground up plants showed more inhibition than that 
from whole plants soaked f or the same length of time , Even leachate 
f rom plants 1oaked for 10 minu tes and from plants soaked a second 24 
hours was significantly different from the check at the 1 percent 
level. This seelll8 to indicate that the inhibitory substance io highly 
soluble in water but that there is a large amount in the plants and it 
takes long periods of leaching to remove all of it . 
The third experimen t consisted of testing the stability of the 
inhibitory substance in tarweed leachate when stored under various 
conditions. The storage conditions were as f ollows: (l) frozen, (2) 
refrigerated but not frozen, (3) greenhouse bench at temperatures up 
to 110° F., and (4) tarweed plant material stored at normal room 
temperatures. These treatments were compared with fresh tarweed l eachate 
and a check. All leachate treatments were significantly different from 
the check at the 1 percen t level . Leachate stored in the r efrigerator 
showed increa1ed inhibitory effect• on both species , but leachate kept 
in the greenhouse increased inhibitory effects on intermediate wheat-
grass only. Leachate from the other storage conditions exhibited about 
the same effects as fresh leachate . Results indicate that the inhibi-
tory subatances remain quite stable under the storage conditions tested, 
The fourth experiment waa set up in the greenhouse with 8 treat -
ments and 5 replications per treatment. Five of the treatments con -
tained ground up tarweed plants, 2 contained tarweed leachate and 1 was 
a check containing no tarweed material . Each replication consisted of 
a gallon can full of soil which had been obtained from a tarweed area. 
Twelve intermediate wheatgraas seeds wer e plan ted in each can . After 
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emergence was completed the aeadlinga were thinned to 4 per can. At 
the end of 3 months the planta were clipped and air-dry weights taken. 
All tarveed treatment• were significantly lover than the check at the 
l percent level. The results indicate that the tarweed material does 
not affect germination but reduces yield. 
The fifth experiment was in the field and consisted of 6 rates of 
tarweed plants with 5 replications each of intermediate wheatgrass 
aeedlinsa and tranaplanta. Numbers of tarweed plants per square foot 
were aa followaz 0, 4, 16, 64, 256, and 1024. Seedling emergence and 
morta lity were recorded at weekly intervals during the summer. As the 
number of tarveed plants increased grass emergence remained the same 
but mortality increased greatly. Height and vigor of both seedlings 
and transplants decreased significa11tly as tarweed numbers increased. 
Resulta of this study indicate that the main effect of tarveed plants 
upon grass plants was one of competition for soil aoisture , although 
inhibitory substances may alao be important in the field . 
Preliminary attempts were made to isolate the inhibitory substance 
from tarweed. It was found that neither boiling nor freezing, nor cold 
nor warm storage would inactivate or des troy the substance. I t was also 
found by dialysis that the molecule is smaller than a protein molecule . 
This , along with the fact that it was not deatroyed by boiling, elimi-
nates the possibility of it being a protein substance. The substance 
ie highly soluble in water and appears to be soluble to some ex t ent in 
ether . Studies are still being carried on in an effort to isola t e and 
identify the substance. 
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